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Rwby oobleck quotes

Edit Comments Share Now, while this must feel like ancient history to many of you, it is imperative to remember that these are relatively recent events! Why, the repercussions of the uprising can still be seen to this day! Terrible, simply terrible! Remember, students, it is precisely this kind of ignorance that breeds violence! — Oobleck, regarding the discrimination against Faunus
You have worked hard to get admission to this school, and we accept only the best of the best, so I expect you to act like that. History is important, gentlemen! If you can't learn from it... you are meant to repeat it. Why hello girls! Who's ready to fight for their lives? Oobleck, to Team RWBY before leaving on their first mission It's Doctor Oobleck. I haven't earned Ph.D. for fun, thank
you very much! — Oobleck, to Weiss Schnee Why, what a preposterous question, you silly girl! Why, history is the backbone of our society! And the liver! And probably the kidneys if I were to bet! — Oobleck, answering Weiss' question As a huntsman, it is my job to protect the people, and although I am capable of doing so with traditional weapons, I think I can make a much
greater impact if I do it with my mind. — Oobleck, to Ruby Rose on how he can be a more effective Huntsman I'm a Huntsman, Ruby, because there is nothing else in this world I would rather be. — Oobleck , to Ruby about why he became a Huntsman My dear, we are not only looking for an underground crime network, we are looking for an UNDERGROUND crime network! —
Oobleck, to Yang Xiao Long Frisera caboose! It's going to kill us all! — Oobleck, to Blake Belladonna on top of the moving train These are certainly some spectacular glasses that to spectate on! I don't think any tuning in the whole world will agree with me on that! —Oobleck, as announcer for the Vytal Festival tournament That concludes the matches for today. Please leave the
Colosseum IN A CALM AND ORDERLY FASHION!! Oobleck, on the intercom system at the Amity Colosseum Miss Rose, this day will surely go down in remnant's history. I'd prefer if my students could live to tell me about it. Oobleck, who tells students to flee the battlefield Despite popular faith, teachers live outside the classroom. — Oobleck, explaining to Yang why he and Port
are visiting her father The Branwen twins has always been... interesting, to say the least. — Oobleck, at Qrow and Raven Are we finally talking about Goliath in the room? — Oobleck, on Yang's missing arm A piece of Atlas technology that is published like that is rare indeed! Not to mention the effort it took to get it here. It seems a lot of people want to see you back to normal. —
Oobleck, to Yang about the value of what she has Amazing! I've never come across such a smartitude... — Oobleck in Jaune's dream So, in conclusion, read a book! Because whatever the problem, books fix everything! —Oobleck adds to the above advice You know, people often ask me about shortcuts to make life easier. Life hacks, if you like. To which I answer... WHAT ARE
YOU THINKING? There are no shortcuts in life! Your rivals are always on their heels! You want to survive? Study hard! Work harder! Constantly improving yourself! Never rest! NEVER REST! Your time in life is limited! You have to take mortality by the throat and laugh in your face! Ahaha, I laugh in your face, mortality! — Oobleck's words of wisdom Change your ignorance, and
produce for me a 30-page essay for next week on the role of race in society from a historical perspective! — Oobleck, to Jaune to give the wrong answer My fine students... The future is nothing more than the accumulation of deeds and the miscreants of the past! This is the ultimate truth! Know this! Those who take the past lightly have no future to talk about. A perfect answer,
Nikos! Brava Brava! From you, I want 30 pages on the basic social issues proposed by White Fang's existence, as well as potential solutions! But excess adrenaline can stimulate the nerves more than is necessary, leading to fatigue and loss of focus. As a professional, we hope to get our assignment to and insured and fast. Tothat, a Huntsman must maintain the presence of
mind. You have already shown that you lack, and you should reflect on it. If this were one of my lectures, I would require a 50-page report on the effects of breathing techniques on autonomic nerves, but unfortunately you are excused today. Why? Just because the mission is upon us. Now, now! Are you preparing?! How rude!! I'm standing in front of you! And that's Dr. Oobleck for
you. I haven't earned my PhD just for giggles. Oobleck, to Weiss after being insulted I am Huntsmen and others, and an educator first. There is no mission more important than protecting the lives of my students. Allow me to say this clearly. Roman Torchwick... Don't look down on Huntsmen. Quote pages Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
Home › Rwby Oobleck Quotes By 'life,' we mean one thing that can nourish itself and grow and decay. — Aristotle, Well, I think in my first two novels, both characters are quite neurotic, which I'd say I am. — Curtis Sittenfeld Walk through life with your eyes wide open and do not react to failures with an explosion of negative emotions — Sunday Adelaja Death should take more
care with her paperwork. — A. Lee Martinez It is difficult to follow one great vision in this world of darkness and of many changing shadows. Among those men gets lost. — Black Moose To really discover your Spirit, stop talking, stop reading and start listening to your heart. — Sonia Choquette That's why I forgive, but I won't forget. When you forget someone, forgiveness doesn't
mean anything anymore. — Barry Lyga Yang: I guess I've just never seen you so much of a fighter. Oobleck : I admit, I me more as an intellectual, intellectual, I can assure you, as a Huntsman, I've had my fair share of tussles. Ruby : Like the fungus? Blake : It's truffles. Ruby : Like the germ? Yang : It's Brussels. Oobleck: Besides, given my expertise in history as well as my
dabblings in the archaeological investigations, our dear rector felt it appropriate to assign me to this particular... Assignment. Weiss : What does history have to do with this? Oobleck : What a preposterous question, you silly girl. Why history is the backbone of our society... and the liver! Probably the kidneys, if I were to bet. Yang: I guess I've just never seen you so much of a
fighter. Oobleck: I admit, I think i'm more like an intellectual, but I can assure you, as a Huntsman, I've had my fair share of tussles. Ruby : Like the fungus? Blake : It's truffles. Ruby : Like the germ? Yang : It's Brussels. Oobleck: Besides, given my expertise in history as well as my dabblings in the archaeological investigations, our dear rector felt it appropriate to assign me to this
particular... Assignment. Weiss : What does history have to do with this? Oobleck : What a preposterous question, you silly girl. Why history is the backbone of our society... and the liver! Probably the kidneys, if I were to bet. turnfreebaby:helloiamstone:Originally posted by heckyeahreactiongifsLiterally one of the main reasons I stopped looking at was this guy. I live for this! (via
turnfreebaby) I haven't talked anything but shit about the show on this blog in like 2 years but ill be real with you if bumblby happens im back rwby-rose:i have noticed a lot like... confusion as to why people are so frustrated with the addition of several new characters and villains and the frustration towards jaune especially in general and I feel there is a lot of misunderstanding.i have
already talked at length about problems with specifically jaunes character-but reach back a little further, you need to understand that for people who have been with rwby since the beginning (and no this is not a discussion about whether or not you are a true fan'base on how long you have been here-if you like rwby you are as good as any other end of the story and not let anyone
tell anything else), since the days when the trailers were coming out, it's especially frustrating because then everything we had and everything we knew about rwby was this right here:since November 2012 to July 2013-it's almost four years now-it was a huge , huge fanbase already with this and trailers for these girls who the whole hook for the show. it is over half a year of
people's enthusiasm that is completely localised around the promise of the development of these signs, and it is over three years of that promise never fulfilled in respect of some, and only partially fulfilled in the case of others if they are lucky. ruby is a side character in her own show, we just got some background information for weiss in volume 3, blake has undoubtedly the most
development of anyone in the whole team and yet it's come to volume 4 and there's just just just starting to be the sign of a possible family, and even after volume 2 it feels like her sense of purpose is getting left off the roadside for the benefit of others... scenes (I hesitate to say 'development') of villains who lack a sense of mystery or urgency (because the guidelines for what
constitutes magic/glow/dust in this world are not defined in the slightest). yang's motives seem to change on the whims of the authors sometimes and overall everyone just desperately needs more meaningful screentime.jaune is now the main character. i really hate to say it but when you consider who has the most scene and dialogue, who camera fixates on most in group shots;
things that wouldn't be so much of a matter of so only, if only ruby developed more than hardly any at all, then it is unfortunately true that ruby has been relegated to a backup character.she has been influenced by what happened to yang in the tournament, she has been affected by penny death and pyrrha's, but it is purely cosmetic. she has never actually failed as a direct result of
her actions or alleged inexperience and never grown as a result. all that kind of drama saved almost exclusively for jaune: Blake's fight against adam had extreme consequences for yang and it will undoubtedly affect her... when we get to her in the story, too.i understand that it's the first episode. but it is the first episode of the fourth volume. you have to understand that there is a
huge amount of people who supported rwby since as far back as the end of 2012 because they fell in love with these girls! and went on for half a year with excitement from just their trailers and some continue to do so, but unfortunately for others their patience has shrunk with the introduction of so many new characters and elements with so little explanation and they are no longer
around to see what development or hard work can happen, and it just feels really sad. these were montys girls who he himself likened to being like daughters of him and it just feels like they deserve development already. TL;DR: rwby was advertised in a certain way for upwards of six months: don't be surprised if people are disappointed that the girls don't have development after
more than three. I bitch a lot on this blog but this is also great reason I stopped looking at. I really love team rwby and back when I saw the show trailer at the end of red vs blue season 10 and heard monty gush about it, I was super excited for a show centered around girls. Also I realized at the end of last season the reason why it is so easy to find quoted for this blog is that not of
the characters except that Jaune is concretized enough, and they can all easily fall into a few sheet types. As I just can't emotionally get into the show it's 4 volumes dude and no one has any depth(via riccasze) Update on this blog: haven't seen the new season of was really really the idea of a bit but forgot why now, was probably the fact Victor mitocondria was still in it and if rather
put a hand blender in my ear and bake a fucking cake then deal with that mess If I decide to look at it expect a lot more quotes, if you like RvB then follow my other quotes blog @incorrect-rvb because I will never get tired of it and I update soon. Also run @incorrectxrayandvavquotes if that's what your in but no promises of updates there. Now I know I'm not morally against
murder, I just wish I had the courage to do it. Yang Xiao Long (about Adam Taurus) Coyotes and ghosts do not fuck with Persians. It's a fact. Emerald Sustrai Poke laying in the black nooks of the past untill it devours our fragile present. Bartholomew Oobleck You can trust me because I don't care enough about you to lie. Ash Falls, to Adam Taurus Taurus
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